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++ T E X D E S I G N ™ S Y S T E M
REDUCE S FAT CONTENT BY
UP TO 50 PER CENT

A new one-to-one bakery fat replacement system developed by Cargill’s
texturizing solutions business reduces
the fat content of a range of baked
goods by 10 to 50 per cent (patent application pending). Many popular bak-

ery products such as cakes, luxury
breads and biscuits are traditionally
high in fat. In response to today’s trend
towards healthier eating and fat reduction, manufacturers are currently seeking ways to reduce the fat content of
baked goods without compromising
texture, taste or existing production
processes.
Cargill is now launching TexDesign™,
a unique solution to reduce fat contents for the commercial bakers, in Europe. TexDesign™ is a carbohydratebased fat replacement system that
achieves the full functional and sensory characteristics of traditionally baked
goods, whilst significantly reducing
their fat content. TexDesign™ is easy
to incorporate as a dry mix or cream to
replace margarine or oil in a current
recipe without the need to modify existing production methods. It lends itself to a wide variety of traditional and
contemporary indulgence bakery applications.
www.cargilltexturizing.com +++
++ S Y M R I S E A C Q U I R E S
UNILEVER FOOD INGREDIENTS
BUSINESS IN THE UK

Flavor and fragrance manufacturer,
Symrise, has acquired Unilever’s non
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branded food ingredients business in the
UK. The food ingredients’ portfolio comprises dry seasonings and wet pastes.
The turnover of this non core business
for Unilever UK was 5m Euro in 2006.
Located in Burton-on-Trent, Unilever
produces non-branded flavorings to
the fast growing chilled food categories as well as to the traditional culinary and snack food sectors.
This is a strategic focus area
for Symrise and brings together a complementary customer base of existing and
new accounts. With the acquisition, Symrise further
strengthens its savory business by adding additional
competencies and final recipes. Furthermore, Symrise
achieves synergies by increased economies of scale in
their own factories in Corby
and Eye.
www.symrise.com +++
++ D A N I S C O T E C H N O L O G Y
FOR FANTA STIC TORTILL A S

Simply delicious tortillas are simplicity itself using POWERFlex™ technology from Danisco. This top-performing range provides manufacturers
worldwide with valuable functionalities that make meeting
diverse consumer demands an
easy ride.
Whether they have a shelf life
of two weeks, three months or
even nine months, tortillas
need to keep their just-baked
freshness, high flexibility and a
great taste, texture and appearance. POWERFlex™ accommodates all needs, satisfying
the requirements of customer
focus markets and improving
processing efficiency.
The range brings together the
benefits of Danisco’s leading
emulsifier, hydrocolloids and enzymes
– among them the pioneering G4 amylase that has set a new standard in enduring tortilla freshness. Long-lasting
tortilla softness and flexibility enable
manufacturers to create tortillas with
great appeal to consumers looking for
high quality convenience foods. Pene-

tration of more distant markets is also
a possibility as the stay-fresh tortillas
can be transported over longer distances.
During processing, manufacturers benefit from a pliable, manageable dough.
Reduced stickiness makes the tortillas
easy to separate, and the elimination of
dry edges further contributes to a good
overall consumer impression.
www.danisco.com +++
++ D O U B L E - D I C E D
CRANBERRIES

Ocean Spray ITG has added further
versatility to its range of sweetened
dried cranberries (SDCs), with the
launch of a new double-diced option.
Offering more points of color per
ounce, the 2mm by 4mm double-diced
SDC is a cost-effective way of including the health and taste benefits of the
popular North American berry to a
wide range of applications.
Enhancing the visual appeal of baked
goods, such as muffins and cookies,
and offering a more uniform piece distribution in smaller scale applications,
such as cereal bars, the new doublediced SDC delivers Ocean Spray ITG’s
trademark process tolerance, quality
and versatility.

The double-diced SDC complements
Ocean Spray ITG’s wide range of SDC
solutions, which are designed to meet
specific product needs. The portfolio
currently includes diced, soft & moist,
less sugar high fiber and glycerated
SDCs.
www.oceansprayitg.com +++
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trollers incorporating CFD models.
Baking is a key stage in breadmaking,
transforming raw dough into light,
Process controllers designed using proporous, readily digestible and tasty
cess models are known to provide betproducts. The quality of the bread deter performance compared with conpends largely on its heat treatment
ventionally designed controllers. Howduring the whole residence time of the
ever, the effectiveness of the controller
dough in the oven. Uneven distribudepends significantly on the quality of
tion or random disturbances in oven
the model.
temperature often result in inconsistThere are many different ways to deent heat treatment. The temperature
velop process models, some of which,
profile in the four major heating zones
although effective, are tedious and rein a typical indirect heating continuquire large amounts of experimental
ous baking oven is critical to bread
data for formulation and validation. The
quality. Therefore, there is a need to
application of combined computational
develop a more effective process confluid dynamics (CFD) modelling and
trol design and testing method for
process control simulation can lead to
bread baking processes.
significant benefits in process control.
A study by Wong et al.[1], investigated
Therefore, efforts continue to derive
the incorporation of proportional-inbetter methods for designing proportegral (PI) controllers into a twotional-integral-derivative (PID) condimensional CFD
model for a continuous bread oven.
++ M A N A G E M E N T C H A N G E S W I T H I N T H E
A feedback conSVEBA DAHLEN GROUP
As the current group executive board of the Sveba Dahlen Group AB, Kenneth Eliasson, Hans Almström and
ADVERTISEMENT
Sture Silversved, have decided to relinquish their operational positions, from 1 January 2008 the following
changes will be made: Bengt Gabrielsson, current MD
of Sveba Dahlen AB, will take up the post of Group

++ S M A R T E R O V E N S B A K E
BETTER BREAD

trol system was incorporated into the
CFD model through user-defined functions. The feedback controller was used
to evaluate the need of a preheating step
in typical industrial baking operations.
Results indicated that the elimination
of initial preheating to 550 K did not
significantly affect the temperature
profile of the dough/bread top surface
across all baking zones in ovens fitted
with this new process control system.
[1] Wong, S-Y; Zhou, W; Hua, J (2007).
Designing process controller for a continuous bread baking process based on
CFD modelling. Journal of Food Engineering 81 (3) 523-534.
Correspondence address, Weibiao Zhou,
Food Science and Technology Programme,
Department of Chemistry, National University of Singapore, 3 Science Drive 3,
Singapore 117543, Singapore. Tel. +65
6516 3501. Fax +65 6775 7895. E-mail
chmzwb@nus.edu.sg +++

14 th -19 th december 2007
online auction
BVA Auctions sells online:

industrial bakery machines
and meat processing machines oss
Chief Executive for the Sveba Dahlen Group AB from
the date indicated. Marie-Louise Lengberg, current Financial Manager at Sveba Dahlen AB, will take up the
post of Finance Director for the Sveba Dahlen Group
AB. Anders Rietz, current Marketing Manager, has been
appointed MD to succeed Bengt Gabrielsson at Sveba
Dahlen AB.
Marie-Louise Lengberg’s and Anders Rietz’s posts at
Sveba Dahlen AB will be filled at the earliest opportunity. The aim of the changes in management that are
taking place is to further strengthen the operational
side of the Sveba Dahlen Group AB and thus to continue to develop the group’s companies in the same positive spirit as before. This does not entail any changes to
the group’s ownership structure. Kenneth Eliasson,
Hans Almström and Sture Silversved will continue their
work on the boards of the different companies. +++

various bakery machines a.o.: ‘gouet’ gas fired oven, turbojet
1.43x13m; 2x ‘hamden’ pneumatic oil spraying machines; ‘comas’
hydraulic 12 ton stamping press; ‘comas’ pizza sheet line, width 1.35m;
2x ‘comas’ pizza topping lines with sauce spreading machines and
cheese dispensers; ‘nu-tech handling’ pizza topping line; 2x ‘grote’
rotary knife meat cutting and depositing machines; ‘bamak’ pocket pre
proving cabinet; 2x ‘romech’ SS spiral coolers; ‘frigoscandia’ spiral
freezer; 30x SS conveyor belts.
various meat processing machines a.o.: ‘fomaco’ brine
injector; ‘ruhle’ cube cutter; ‘linkmaster’ frankfurter hanging line
Hamburger press; 2x ‘maja’ skinning machine.

viewing day: Friday 14th December from 10.00 till 16.00 hrs.
address: Molenweg 81, 5349 ac Oss (The Netherlands).
Catalogue and information on request or on our website:

www.bva-auctions.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Chocolate Coating
Plants

Classifiedentries:

Wafer Plants

More details:
+49 (0) 40-39 90 30 60
Dornbergsweg 32
D-38855 Wernigerode
Tel. +49/3943/55 06-0
Fax +49/3943/55 06-22
e-mail: info@chocotech.de
www.chocotech.de

Fax:
+49 (0) 40-39 90 12 29
Wafer and
Biscuit Plants

Cooking Plants

Dornbergsweg 32
D-38855 Wernigerode
Tel. +49/3943/55 06-0
Fax +49/3943/55 06-22
e-mail: info@chocotech.de
www.chocotech.de

Classified entries:
low costs –
high efficiency

Food translations

More details:
+49 (0) 40-39 90 30 60
Fax:
+49 (0) 40-39 90 12 29
E-Mail:
sales@foodmultimedia.de
Wafer and
Cookie Plants
Second Hand
Machines

Lothar A. Wolf
Spezialmaschinen GmbH
Postfach 36 69 • 32080 Bad Salzuflen
Telefon: +49 (0 52 22) 98 47-0
Telefax: +49 (0 52 22) 98 47-22
Email: info@wolf-machines.de
Internet: www.wolf-machines.de
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Internet:
www.foodmultimedia.de

Washing Machines
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technology in food production systems and bakeware

FROM SILO
TO TRUCK
Engineering, logistics,
proofing, cooling,
freezing, cratehandling, conveying,
straps and sheets
Kaak Nederland b.v.
P.O. Box 16
7060 AA Terborg
the Netherlands
Tel +31 (0)315 33 91 11
Fax +31 (0)315 33 93 55
www.kaak.nl
info@kaak.nl
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Dough preparation

Thermal-oil heated
ovens

Ovens, Proofers,
Pizza Lines

Coatings

Benier Nederland b.v.
P.O. Box 2165
5202 CD ‘s-Hertogenbosch
the Netherlands
Tel +31 (0)73 615 05 00
Fax +31 (0)73 615 05 01
www.benier.nl
info@benier.nl

Daub Backtechnik GmbH
P.O. Box 910161
D-21160 Hamburg
Germany
Tel +49 (0)40 547 690
Fax +49 (0)40 547 69166
www.daub-hamburg.de
info@daub-hamburg.de

MCS Srl.
via E. Fermi 6/8
38061 Ala (TN)
Italy
Tel +39 (0)464 67 56 00
Fax +39 (0)464 67 15 85
www.mcsbakery.it
info@mcsbakery.it

Lhotellier R2A
Z.I.-6 Rue Nicolas Appert
F-41700 Contres
France
Tel +33 (0)2 54 79 70 00
Fax +33 (0)2 54 79 70 10
www.lhotellier-r2a.fr
info@lhotellier-r2a.fr
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